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On 19 April 2014, I announced my video lecture, entitled: The Bridge 
(snapshot above). The lecture was available upon request until the end 
of May 2015. The subject was a hypothetical cognitive-and-quantum 
vacuum, in line with the doctrine of trialism1 announced in April 2000. 
 
The updated video lecture is scheduled for 23 June 2022. It will be 
available until Christmas 2022. To watch the video2, please follow the 
instructions (1)-(2)-(3) at p. 5 in explanation.pdf. I will reply ASAP. 
 
Briefly about the two kinds of vacua, cognitive and quantum. The first 
one is demonstrated with two experiments, which you can perform 
with your brain: read p. 19 in The Physics of Life1 and p. 9 in Notes on 
Spacetime Engineering1. The quantum vacuum (e.g., Peter Milonni) is a 
bit trickier to explain. What happens when you turn on the light? You 
create photons, which emerge from the quantum vacuum (Slide 9). In 
both kinds of vacua, we witness the emergence (Sic!) of objects which 
are not ‘objective reality’, e.g., the state of the Sun before we looked 
at it (p. 4 in Time.pdf). This is the operational definition of ‘vacuum’. 
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Now, according to the doctrine of trialism, the cognitive and quantum 
vacua spring from their common source1, which makes ‘the bridge’. If 
true, one should be able to demonstrate ‘the bridge’ experimentally, 
with brain-controlled quantum tunneling (BCQT). For example, the rice 
in the jar below will “tunnel” into the empty jar at right, nice’n easy. 
 

  
  

This is BCQT2. Not Chinese “magic”. Read about BCQT of the ‘gimbal’ 
at p. 19 in Notes on Spacetime Engineering1. In my opinion, we need a 
new theory of gravitation3, based on a brand new arrow of spacetime2. 
 
Let me stress that all demonstrations of spacetime engineering must 
be recorded under tightly controlled laboratory conditions at some 
renowned technical institute or laboratory, under the supervision of 
qualified physicists and technicians. My first video, recorded at my 
home, was ignored and called “magic”. Can’t talk with a brick wall. 
 
There are no “quantum jumps”. Dead matter makes quantum jumps; 
the living-and-quantum matter is smarter. To quote Erwin Schrödinger 
in 1929: “Wenn es doch bei dieser verdammten Quantenspringerei 
bleiben soll, dann bedauere ich, daß ich mich überhaupt mit diesem 
Gegenstand beschäftigt habe”. And in 1943: “We are here obviously 
faced with events whose regular and lawful unfolding is guided by a 
‘mechanism’ entirely different from the ‘probability mechanism’ of 
physics. (…) We must be prepared to find a new type of physical law. 
Or are we to term it a non-physical, not to say a super-physical, law?” 
 
Read The Physics of Life1. The force of Life is real. It is the fifth force 
(p. 25 in Notes on Spacetime Engineering1). Ignore it at your peril. 
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3. There is no acceptable theory of gravitation — see refs [15] and [17] 
and my comments on p. 18 in Notes on Spacetime Engineering1, and 
notice the new evolution equation on p. 28 in The Physics of Life1. It is 
the alternative to the C-field cosmology by F. Hoyle and J. V. Narlikar. 
 

 
 
We do not try to experiment with the physical universe, but with the 
Platonic Universe as ONE1. It (not “He”) is [between] the quanta of 
spacetime, just as there is no water between the molecules of water. 
Read p. 5 and notice Fig. 5 on p. 7, Fig. 7 on p. 11, and Fig. E on p. 24 
(reproduced below) in Notes on Spacetime Engineering1. 
 

 
 
Combined with the so-called Relative Scale (RS) spacetime (p. 14 in 
The Physics of Life1), the theory above suggests physical theology as an 
extension of quantum cosmology. Notice that physical theology is not 
religion, e.g., we do not discuss ‘God as eternal Love’ (1 John 4:8). In 
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the doctrine of trialism1, there are two complementary explications of 
Nature (p. 5 in The Physics of Life1): both the entire Universe as ONE 
(physical theology) and God as Love. Nature itself is incomprehensible 
to us, for the same reason physicists talk about wave-particle duality 
without being able to explain its not-yet-physicalized Platonic origin — 
neither a classical particle nor a classical wave. As Richard Feynman 
acknowledged in 1985: “The theory of quantum electrodynamics 
describes Nature as absurd from the point of view of common sense. 
And it agrees fully with experiment. So I hope you accept Nature as 
She is — absurd.” We cannot comprehend the doctrine of trialism1. 
Nature is smarter. Read about the ‘general rule’ 1 + 0 = 1 in rule.pdf. 
 
Philosophy aside, our first off task is to develop a brand new theory of 
gravity3 incorporating its self-acting faculty and non-conservation of 
energy. The linearized approximation of gravity is a spherical cow. Can 
you explain the Earth tides and the gravitational rotation of Earth with 
GR textbooks (MTW p. 467)? Can geometry produce work? Forget GR. 
Read p. 4 in Notes on Spacetime Engineering1. There are no gravitons. 
The idea that gravitons are “particles” that generate the gravitational 
force is not even wrong. 

 

 
 
Regrettably, theoretical physicists do not want to challenge the idiotic 
gravitational-wave hypotheses: see the bold facts in Addendum 3 at 
pp. 28-31 in Notes on Spacetime Engineering1. Sorry, I can’t give them 
what they do not want. Will leave them to simmer in their our sauce. 
They are good for nothing. As Max Planck warned us in 1936, we have 
to wait patiently until they die out: 
 

An important scientific innovation rarely makes its way by 
gradually winning over and converting its opponents: it  
rarely happens that Saul becomes Paul. What does happen  
is that its opponents gradually die out and that the growing 
generation is familiarized with the idea from the beginning: 
another instance of the fact that the future lies with youth. 
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I am ready to demonstrate brain-controlled quantum tunneling (BCQT). 
For example, the rice in the left jar can “tunnel” into the empty jar. 
 

  
  

This is BCQT driven by the fifth force. Not by some Chinese “magic”. 
Read Addendum 1 on pp. 7-9 in SE_201.pdf. 
 
If you enjoy watching “magic”, check out vimeo.com/663803238. It 
was shot in a cafeteria. Nobody can take it seriously, and rightly so. 
 
Two years ago (6 January 2020), I recorded my first video at my home, 
all by myself. Big mistake.  
 
NB: All experiments in spacetime engineering must be recorded under 
strictly controlled laboratory conditions at some renowned technical 
institute or laboratory in the EU, and under the supervision of qualified 
physicists and technicians. My only precondition is that the physicists, 
supervising the experiment, will publish their report in a peer reviewed 
academic journal available online (e.g., Frontiers in Physics). I will ask 
my new (still unknown) colleagues to choose their preferred title and 
format of their report, and also the list of authors. 
 
The force of Time is the force of Life: the fifth force. Read video.pdf 
and SE_201.pdf to understand the fifth force. Yes, we can exploit the 
quantum vacuum. Just don’t call it “magic”. Get the facts in SE.pdf. 
 
We need new clean energy sources and spacetime engineering may be 
the only chance to avoid climate catastrophe. Time is running out! 
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